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INTER AC TIV E REP O RT

Can Artificial Intelligence Create
Culturally-Conscious Stories?

IVOW | A STORYTELLING AGENCY

We are pleased to announce that after a well attended symposium at
Morgan State University, we are releasing this interactive report titled
“Can Artificial Intelligence Create Culturally-Conscious Stories?”
This report is meant as a preliminary step to engage policy makers, academics,
industry, and the general public on the future of Artificial Intelligence, Culture, and
Storytelling. There are many other pioneering researchers and technologists active in
this space and we hope to capture their work in future reports.
Authored by Davar Ardalan, Kee Malesky, Robert Malesky, Ben Kreimer, Simin Kargar,
Juanisa McCoy, Vishal Raj, Ziheng Lin and designed by Nikki McLay.
Cover Photography by Miguel Gandert and Wikimedia Commons.
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WELCOME ONE AND ALL!

A

s human beings, we are still feeling our
way through the new world of Artificial
Intelligence. Even though the field has

We can leverage the philosophy of AI around
patterns, see what’s missing in large datasets,
and find new ways to apply AI to areas such as

been around for some time, its philosophical

user and audience engagement. It’s all about data

underpinnings are still in a nascent stage. Perhaps

collaboration and crowdsourcing cultural stories

it is worthwhile to remember something the late

together. Cultural engagement, with the right

Stephen Hawking once said: “We should shift the

global partners, is an opportunity to invite the

goal of AI from creating pure undirected artificial

world into AI and create a structured database on

intelligence to creating beneficial intelligence. It

culture, traditions, and history.

might take decades to figure out how to do this,
so let’s start researching this today.”

In April 2018, together with Morgan State

We agree. One of the ways we want to create

sponsored the AI & Culture Symposium. In this

beneficial intelligence is by using AI technology

Issuu, you’ll meet some of the pioneers in AI &

to explore diverse cultures and make them

Storytelling who participated in our symposium.

more accessible, understandable, and relatable

You’ll also learn about several groundbreaking

to a broad public, while maintaining a firm

works on AI, culture, and storytelling that

commitment to protect the security and privacy

prove such an endeavor is both possible and

of our users.

critical. We’ll introduce you to Rafael Pérez y

University in Baltimore, Maryland, we co-

AI today represents a fairly narrow range of
viewpoints, excluding the perspectives of tens of
millions of people. This is because we have been
looking at the AI market from the perspective
of current data and algorithms. We now have
the ability to look at AI from an interdisciplinary

Pérez’s MEXICA project; Boyang “Albert” Li
and Mark Riedl on The Scheherazade System;
Mark Finlayson, annotating a corpus of Russian
folktales; Wolfgang Victor Yarlott’s Old Man
Coyote Stories; and D. Fox Harrell’s Imagination,
Computation and Expression laboratory.

background -- bringing together data science,

We hope you find this interactive report useful in

enterprise, and storytelling to create structured

amplifying AI in the areas of storytelling, culture,

data around world cultures.

education, and development for social impact.

S I N C E R E LY
D A V A R A R D A L A N , IVOW founder and Storyteller in Chief

INTRODUCTION

ABOUT

DAVAR ARDAL AN
Davar is the Founder and Storyteller in Chief of IVOW,
a cultural storytelling startup powered by AI.
She has been a journalist in public media for 25 years, most of those at NPR
News, where she designed stories anchored in multiculturalism and steeped in
historical context. In 2015, her last position at NPR was senior producer of the
Identity and Culture Unit. Realizing that there is a gaping hole in AI algorithms
that will define our future stories, Davar created IVOW, to crowdsource global
narratives via a structured database. Davar co-chairs the Stories and Audiences
Committee of the VR/AR Association, and has been recognized with a 2017 NASA
Team Leadership award for Space Apps, a Gracie Award from the American
Women in Radio and Television and a shout-out in the popular comic strip Zippy.
In May 2014, she was the recipient of a United States Ellis Island Medal of Honor,
for individual achievement and for promoting cultural unity.
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DEFINITIONS
SOURCE: PC MAGAZINE ENCYCLOPEDIA

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence devices and applications exhibit human intelligence and
behavior, including robots, self-driving cars, medical diagnosis, and voice and
natural language recognition. AI implies the capability to learn and adapt through
experience and to come up with solutions to problems without using rigid, predefined
algorithms, which is the approach of non-AI software. Today’s large organizations,
search engines, and social media sites are learning billions of details about the
world’s content and human behavior every day. One result of this knowledge is the
voice-activated, natural language assistant, such as Apple’s Siri, Google Assistant,
Microsoft’s Cortana, and Amazon’s Echo (Alexa).
Decades ago, the AI buzzword was very much abused as it referred to any and all
advancements. However, the acid test of AI was actually defined in the 1940s by
English scientist Alan Turing, who said, “A machine has artificial intelligence when
there is no discernible difference between the conversation generated by the machine
and that of an intelligent person.”

MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning is artificial intelligence software that modifies its own algorithms in
order to become more intelligent and improve future results. Machine learning is used
in numerous disciplines, including medical diagnosis, ad serving, spam filtering, sales
forecasting, and computer vision. Unlike the static logic (if this - do that) in regular
programs, machine learning continues to refine its logic so that the next operation
is more effective than the last. Today’s virtual assistants are often a combination
of machine learning, which relies on neural networks, and “handcrafting,” which
provides predefined frameworks for responses.
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NEURAL NETWORK
A neural network is an artificial intelligence modeling technique based on the observed
behavior of biological neurons in the human brain. Unlike regular applications that are
programmed to deliver precise results (if this, do that), neural networks “learn” how to
solve a problem. They are used in robotics, diagnosing, forecasting, image processing, and
pattern recognition.

N AT U R A L L A N G UAG E PRO CE S S I N G
Natural language recognition is the ability to determine the meaning in a human language
statement or query. When used in conjunction with voice recognition, people can speak
their questions instead of typing them. Natural language processing is highly computation
intensive, and the algorithms differ greatly between spoken languages.
Due to the combination of their voice and natural language recognition capabilities,
smartphone and tablet intelligent assistants have become essential. Simple questions
are processed in the device, but more complicated ones are uploaded to servers in a
datacenter, and the results are sent back to the mobile device. As data transmission rates
increase with each cellular generation and as mobile processors become faster, natural
language recognition becomes the norm rather than the exception.

DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is an advanced type of neural network that handles more complex problems
in areas such as computer vision and natural language processing. For example, deep
learning enables facial recognition to be more accurate, and it allows medical scans to be
interpreted without human analysis.
A deep learning application has many underlying layers that work together to improve the
results over time. Rather than programmed to solve a problem, the software is “trained” by
experience. Because the algorithms in deep learning applications use extremely complex
mathematics, pundits claim that such complexity may cause serious damage if used for
critical decision making in the future.

9
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AI & STORYTELLING
RESEARCHERS
We were privileged to have as participants in
our symposium several of the world’s most
interesting and accomplished AI researchers.
LE A RN A BOUT THE L ATE S T WO RK
O F S E V E N A I & C U LT U R E L E A D E R S . . .
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RESEARCHERS

1

M A R K FI N L AYS O N
Mark A. Finlayson is an assistant professor of computer science
in the School of Computing and Information Sciences at Florida
International University, an R1 public research university in Miami.
Finlayson received his Ph.D. in computer science from MIT in 2012,
following which he was a research scientist in the MIT Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory for 2½ years. He
also received an S.M. in 2001 from MIT, and the B.S. in 1998 from
the University of Michigan, both in Electrical Engineering. He is
the co-founder and general chair of the Computational Models of
Narrative Workshop series, and was a recipient of the NSF CAREER
Award in 2018. His work has been funded by NSF, NIH, ONR, DHS,
and DARPA.
THINGS TO KNOW:

THOUGHTS
ON FUTURE OF
A I & C U LT U R E :
“Huge potential here for
deepening our understanding
of ourselves and our societies, if
only we will invest in it. ”

L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : Learning multi-level narrative

structures, automatically, across folklore, news, and case
studies; using cultures to better understand ourselves; and other
approaches to story processing.
F R O M “Inferring Propp’s Functions from Semantically

Annotated Text” Journal of American Folklore
129(511):55–77, 2016:
Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale is a seminal work in
folkloristics and a compelling subject of computational study.
I demonstrate a technique for learning Propp’s functions from
semantically annotated text. Fifteen folktales from Propp’s
corpus were annotated for semantic roles, co-reference, temporal
structure, event sentiment, and dramatis personae. I derived
a set of merge rules from descriptions given by Propp. These
rules, when coupled with a modified version of the model
merging learning framework, reproduce Propp’s functions well.
Three important function groups—namely A/a (villainy/lack), H/I
(struggle and victory), and W (reward)—are identified with high
accuracies. This is the first demonstration of a computational
system learning a real theory of narrative structure.
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C L I C K T O W AT C H M A R K ’ S
SYMPOSIUM WORKSHOP
https://vimeo.com/266369480
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2

WOLFGANG
V I C TO R YA R LOT T
Victor Yarlott received his B.S. and M.Eng. in electrical
engineering and computer science from MIT in 2014 with a
concentration in Artificial Intelligence, under the direction of
Professor Patrick H. Winston. His master’s thesis focused on the
computational understanding of stories from the Crow tribe of
Native Americans. Yarlott researches methods of representing
and extracting cultural information from natural language texts,
focusing on narrative. He was awarded the FIU Presidential
Fellowship and the FIU SCIS Director’s Fellowship in 2014.

THOUGHTS
ON FUTURE OF
A I & C U LT U R E :

THINGS TO KNOW

“I think that AI needs to be
culturally aware going forward
both to achieve the potential
people see in it and to take
reasonable, responsible actions.”

L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : Techniques for improving

relation extraction, discourse structure of news documents.
Victor showed that the Genesis System is capable of
comprehending stories from the Crow culture.
F R O M : Old Man Coyote Stories; Cross-Cultural Story

Understanding in the Genesis Story Understanding System:
The original question was: “Can machines think?” Alan Turing
asked: “Does there exist a digital computer that can do sufficiently
well at the imitation game?” Patrick Winston asked: “What makes
human intelligence different from that of other primates?”
Winston’s answer came in the form of four hypotheses that
are the core behind the vision of the Genesis group at MIT’s
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, which
has developed the Genesis story understanding system. The key
focus behind this system is: stories are an essential component of
what makes human intelligence so remarkably different from that
of other animals.
I believe that if Winston and the Genesis group are correct and
stories are a key part of human intelligence, then it is necessary
that Genesis, the system that serves to demonstrate this point, be
capable of handling stories from all cultures, including less wellknown cultures such as that of the Crow indians, a tribe from the
northern plains of the United States.
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C L I C K T O W AT C H
VIC TOR’S INTERVIE W
FROM THE SYMPOSIUM
https://vimeo.com/266358131
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B OYA N G A LB ERT LI
Boyang Albert Li is a senior research scientist at the Liulishuo
Silicon Valley AI Lab. Prior to that, he was a research scientist at
Disney Research, where he led a group of postdocs and interns
working on story understanding and generation. In 2015, he
received his Ph.D. in computer science from Georgia Institute
of Technology. Li has made contributions to all major areas of
computational narrative intelligence, and has published more
than 40 peer-reviewed papers at top-tier conferences and
journals.
THINGS TO KNOW

THOUGHTS
ON FUTURE OF
A I & C U LT U R E :

L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : Work on natural language

processing (NLP) and story understanding using deep neural
networks, such as evaluating story quality (IJCAI 2017), joint
understanding of movie scripts and movie videos (CVPR 2018),
and understanding the relationships between actors and the
roles they take in movies. Recently moved to a startup where I
continue working on NLP.
F R O M “Learning Knowledge To Support Domain-

independent Narrative Intelligence”:
This dissertation investigates the learning of knowledge structures
to support Narrative Intelligence in any domain. I propose and
build a system that, from a corpus of simple exemplar stories,
learns complex knowledge structures that subsequently enable
the creation, telling, and understanding of narratives. The
knowledge representation balances the complexity of learning
and the richness of narrative applications, so that we can (1)
learn the knowledge robustly in the presence of noise, (2)
generate a large variety of highly coherent stories, (3) tell them
in recognizably different narration styles and (4) understand
stories efficiently. The accuracy and effectiveness of the system
have been verified by a series of user studies and computational
experiments.
As a result, the system is able to demonstrate Narrative
Intelligence in any domain where we can collect a small number
of exemplar stories. This dissertation is the first step toward
scaling computational narrative intelligence to meet the
challenges of the real world.

“To function properly in a society,
humans heavily rely on cultural
awareness. If AI is going to become a
part of our daily life, it must be aware
of human culture and have a deep
understanding of humanities. Conversely,
AI can play a part in helping humans
become more aware of different cultures
around the world.”

C L I C K T O W AT C H
B OYA N G’ S ME S S AG E FO R
THE SYMPOSIUM
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=i8W_jVCNrbk
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M A R I N E C A R P UAT
Marine Carpuat is an assistant professor in computer science
at the University of Maryland, with a joint appointment at
the University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer
Studies (UMIACS). She is a member of the CLIP lab. Her research
interests are in multilingual natural language processing and
machine translation. Before joining Maryland, Carpuat was a
research officer at the National Research Council Canada, and
a postdoctoral researcher at Columbia University. She received
a PhD in Ccomputer science from the Hong Kong University of
Science & Technology, a MPhil in electrical engineering from the
Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, and a Diplome
d’Ingenieur from the French Grande Ecole Supelec.
THINGS TO KNOW
L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : Teaching “Neural Machine

Translation” at the Cornell, Maryland, Max Planck Pre-doctoral
Research School 2018. I received an NSF CAREER award to study
Semantic Divergences Across the Language Barrier. Invited talk at
MT Summit XVI on Semantic and Stylistic Divergences in Machine
Translation. MT Summit XVI Panel on MT and AI: Probing Nearand Medium-Term Impacts. Area chair for Machine Translation
and Multilinguality at EMNLP 2017. I serve on the board of SIGLEX,
the ACL Special Interest Group on Lexical Semantics.
F R O M SEMANTIC AND STYLISTIC DIVERGENCES IN

MACHINE TRANSLATION, MT SUMMIT XVI:
While parallel texts represent invaluable resources for machine
translation, they inevitably introduce biases in the cross-lingual
mappings learned by machine translation models. In addition
to the domain bias and translationese bias studied in past work,
another form of bias can arise from subtle choices in content and
style made by translators to appropriately convey the meaning of
the source to their target audience. We will first study the impact
of such bias on machine translation training. We argue that it can
lead to divergences between source and target texts, and show
that these divergences have a substantial impact on the quality
of neural machine translation. We then turn to the problem
of producing machine translation for a specific audience by
controlling not only the content, but also the style of the output.
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T WEET FROM AI &
C U LT U R E S Y M P O S I U M ,
A PR IL 2018:
“Enjoying the rare diversity of
perspectives at the @ivow workshop
on AI, Culture and Storytelling
@MorganStateU today.”
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R AFAEL PÉREZ Y
PÉREZ
Rafael Pérez y Pérez studied his Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence
at Sussex University. Currently, he is a full time professor at
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana at Cuajimalpa, México
City. He specializes in computational creativity, particularly
in models for narrative generation. Pérez y Pérez is the
author of a program called MEXICA that generates short
stories about the Mexicas (also known as Aztecs), the old
inhabitants of what today is México City. In 2006 he founded
the Interdisciplinary Group on Computational Creativity. They
have developed models for plot generation, collaborative plot
generation, plot evaluation, representation of social norms,
visual narratives, interior design, visual composition, creative
problem solving, and so on. This group organizes every year
the Mexican International Colloquium on Computational
Creativity.
In 2015 Pérez y Pérez edited and published Creatividad
Computacional. Last December his book “MEXICA 20
years – 20 stories [20 años – 20 historias]” was published by
Counterpath Press, in Colorado. This is a computer generated
text that includes 20 short narratives developed by his
program MEXICA. Currently he is chair of the Association
for Computational Creativity, which organizes an annual
international conference.

THOUGHTS
ON FUTURE OF
A I & C U LT U R E :
“My research always has had the
perspective that the advancement of
AI in the ‘right direction’ depends on
how well we integrate cultural and
humanities aspects in our theoretical and
practical work. Thus, in order to produce
knowledge and artefacts that benefit
the society, it is essential to consider the
cognitive and social dimensions. The
future of AI must go in that direction.”

THINGS TO KNOW
L A T E S T W O R K : I am a specialist in computational

creativity. In the last years I have been working in
advancing the ER Model and the program MEXICA
(which is an instantiation of the model). The ER Model
is a cognitive inspired computer model for individual
and collective narrative generation, as well as for
automatic plot evaluation. That is, the agent MEXICA is
able to generate a narrative and then evaluate it. I have
also employed the ER Model for creating programs
that work in the domain of interior design and visual
composition
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C L I C K T O W AT C H
R A F A E L’ S
P R E S E N TAT I O N
OF MEXICA
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=yvH9TbsfsE4
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FOX HARRELL
D. Fox Harrell is professor of digital media and artificial
intelligence at MIT. He is dually appointed in both the
Comparative Media Studies Program and the Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL). His
research focuses on the relationship between imagination and
computation. He founded and directs the MIT Imagination,
Computation, and Expression Laboratory (ICE Lab) to develop
new forms of computational narrative, gaming, social media,
and related digital media based in computer science, cognitive
science, and digital media arts. Harrell has worked as an
interactive television producer and as a game designer. He is
the author of Phantasmal Media: An Approach to Imagination,
Computation, and Expression (MIT Press) and numerous
articles and book chapters.
THINGS TO KNOW
L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : Harrell’s research has
been supported by grants from organizations including the
National Science Foundation and the National Endowment
for the Humanities. In 2010, Harrell received an NSF CAREER
Award for his project “Computing for Advanced Identity
Representation.” In 2013, he was featured in the ARTFORUM
Top Ten list. In 2014-2015, he was awarded a Fellowship at
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
(CASBS) at Stanford University and was recipient of the
Lenore Annenberg and Wallis Annenberg Fellowship in
Communication. Professor Harrell holds a Ph.D. in computer
science and cognitive science from the University of California,
San Diego. His other degrees include a Master’s degree in
interactive telecommunication from New York University
(Tisch School of the Arts), and a B.S. in logic and computation,
B.F.A. in art, and minor in computer science from Carnegie
Mellon University (each with highest honors). He founded
the company Blues Identity Systems, LLC, to consult on
and develop videogames, VR, social media, and emerging
technologies that enable us to reimagine who we are.
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C L I C K T O W AT C H
‘ VIRTUAL IDENTITIES’
https://vimeo.com/224978944/
b3f58ced5f

RESEARCHERS
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MAHMUDUR
RAHMAN
Mahmudur Rahman is an IVOW advisor and
an assistant professor in the computer science
department at Morgan State University. He received
his Ph.D. (2008) in computer science from Concordia
University, Montreal, Canada with an emphasis on
medical informatics and image retrieval. He has
expertise in the fields of Machine Learning, Computer
Vision, Image Processing, Information Retrieval,
and Data Mining and their application to retrieval of
biomedical images from large collections. The search
for relevant and actionable information is key to
achieving clinical and research goals in biomedicine.
THINGS TO KNOW
L A T E S T W O R K / R E S E A R C H : I am focusing on automatic

annotation (caption prediction and concept detection) and
retrieval of figures from open access biomedical journal
articles (such as PubMed Central) based on using Crossmodal and Deep Learning techniques. It requires both
methods from Image Processing and Computer vision to
understand the content of the image (CBIR) and a language
model from the field of natural language processing (NLP) to
turn the understanding of the image into words in the right
order. There is a considerable need for automatic methods
that can approximate this mapping from visual information
to condensed textual descriptions of medical images (such
as radiology images) where manually interpreting and
summarizing is a time-consuming task that involves highly
trained experts and often represents a bottleneck in clinical
diagnosis pipelines.
I recently participated in a yearly benchmark evaluation
campaign with ImageCLEF Caption for the caption prediction
and concept detection tasks in a collection that comprises
around 400,000 image-caption pairs.
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THOUGHTS
ON FUTURE OF
A I & C U LT U R E :
“With increasing computing power,
availability of larger data sets, and
recent success of deep learning
techniques, I can predict a bright
future of AI & Culture/Humanities
and a larger audience/demand to
use related products.”

A I & C U LT U R E
SYMPOSIUM
On Monday April 23, some 50 thought leaders
gathered at Morgan State University for our
inaugural Symposium on Artificial Intelligence,
Culture, and Storytelling...
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R

enowned machine learning experts from
across the US and Mexico — including Rafael
Pérez y Pérez, Mark Riedl, Mark Finlayson,
Marine Carpuat, and Wolfgang Victor Yarlott, along
with representatives from the United Nations,
educators, and business leaders -- participated in
the symposium to engage in the latest research on AI
as a tool for culturally rich storytelling.
In a video message shared at the meeting, AI
storytelling expert Boyang “Albert” Li talked about
the imperative of focusing on culture in artificial
intelligence. “In a world that’s getting flatter,
it’s even more important that we recognize and
appreciate cultural diversity, which helps us avoid
the trap of herd mentality. That’s why I think IVOW’s
work on using AI to preserve culture is interesting
and important.” Li is currently a Senior Research
Scientist at the Liulishuo (LingoChamp) Silicon Valley
AI Lab. Prior to that, he was a Research Scientist at
Disney Research.

The philosophical and ethical aspects of artificial
intelligence are still in their early stages of
development. We, as human beings, are still figuring
out the potential benefits and consequences.
We agree with the late Stephen Hawking that now is
the time to shift the goal of AI to “creating beneficial
intelligence.” We can do that by using AI technology
to explore diverse cultures and make them more
accessible, understandable, and relatable to a broad
public. We do this through storytelling. Our stories
will be drawn from an extensive array of sources,
and will serve to put a human face on facts, figures,
and cultural heritage. To accomplish this, we are
developing our own technology platform, where
we’ll apply metadata to identify cultural content in
texts, images, audio, video, 360 video, and VR.
As an illustration of what’s possible, let’s look at
Hispanic culture here in the United States. The
largest minority population in the nation, Latino

19
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Americans number more than 57 million, and that

potential for pioneering programs that explore

is expected to double by 2060. The culture is rich,

various cultures and traditions, facilitating greater

varied, and composed of countless strands of

understanding of the world we live in,” says

folklore, music, literature, and history.

Gandert.

Our team of journalists and data scientists are

Throughout the symposium, the centrality

collaborating with renowned ethnographer

of storytelling to human existence was ever-

and photographer Miguel Gandert, focusing on

present. We are the storytelling species; it is what

the Mexican cultural traditions of the American

makes us human. What, then, might the future

Southwest. Gandert was born in Española in

of storytelling look like when it is combined with

1956, and raised in Santa Fe where he developed

emerging AI and machine-learning technologies?

“We’re in the Wild West of data and
no one knows what the rules are”
an interest in photography. Since then he has

Jason Farman is associate professor in American

captured in pictures not only the people and

Studies at the University of Maryland, and has

landscape of New Mexico, but their history,

been writing about mobile media and the value

culture, and social norms as well. Gandert is also a

of locative technologies. He’s interested in how

Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the University
of New Mexico.

mobile can enable polyvocality, and how mobile

Gandert’s rich collection of images, together with

location and override the dominant narrative.

devices can tell many stories about a single

narratives written by our journalists, informed
IVOW’s Deep Learning Model to be culturally

Farman believes we must pay close attention to

conscious as we tagged and applied metadata

the platforms we use. “We write as if stories can

in new and dynamic ways. Gandert emphasized

transfer from medium to medium and that is not

the need for a thorough understanding of history.

how it works,” he said. We should be considering

In Mexico, he noted, journalists in the past were

the unique requirements and vagaries of each

entirely white, but this is starting to change,

platform, Farman said, and design for the medium

at least in the social sciences and slowly in

in order to achieve narrative flow. “With mobile,

journalism. “We need to further encourage and

space is a part of the story itself. How we represent

allow people to tell their own stories.” Culturally

a space changes the way that we live in that space.

conscious AI is a way to do that. “I am excited

It’s not just the stories that we tell, it is the media

about the aspirations of IVOW and AI and the

through which our stories are told.”
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Facebook has become one of the world’s biggest and
most valuable companies by enticing users to freely
give away their personal data in return for social
engagement. User data has made Facebook worth over
$450 billion dollars, and has prompted commentary
that for Facebook, users are the product, not the
customer. This reality has the company currently
dealing with scandals stemming from access and usage
of their enormous trove of user data.
“We’re in the Wild West of data and no one knows what
the rules are,” said AI expert Mark Finlayson of Florida
International University. “As a society we need to come
together and figure out how we want this to work.”
Data ownership and the lack of prolific cultural data
for machine learning tools are two of the biggest
challenges. For example, if you present an AI-powered
platform such as Amazon’s Alexa or Google Home with
a name not rooted in the English language, or spoken
in accented English, the platforms will struggle or fail to
understand what’s been asked of them, reflecting the
need for more culturally diverse data.
Biases in AI algorithms were addressed from the
beginning of the symposium; Finlayson presented
the argument that biases are inevitable, unavoidable,
and rooted in cultural context. For him, the problem
and solution to bias in AI algorithms lies in realizing
that inevitability, because being transparent and
explicit about biases is the way to cancel their negative

ABOVE

effects. “No matter how many different viewpoints you

Gandert captured this beautiful portrait at the “Guadalupana del
Alma (Soul of Guadalupe)” Festival in Tortugas, New Mexico, on the
feast day of La Virgen de Guadalupe, December 12, 1996. According
to tradition, the Virgin appeared in 1531 to a local boy, forming a
bond between Catholicism and native spirituality.
(Photograph by Miguel Gandert.)

integrate you’re always going to be missing some,”
Finlayson pointed out.
Developing AI to have applications in an inclusive
manner requires paying careful attention to
underrepresented and underserved populations. These

21
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LEFT

There has been an annual
Mariachi Festival in Boyle
Heights in Los Angeles since
2010. The Mariachi Plaza
Festival Foundation says their
mission is “To celebrate the
heritage of Mariachi Culture,
nurture its presence in our
community and invite new
audiences to experience
its intricate magnificence.”
(Photograph by Miguel
Gandert.)

are often the same end beneficiaries whose voices

the importance of data veracity and cultural context

are less echoed in the technology world. AI systems

as crucial factors for creating algorithms that are

will internalize the same lack of cultural diversity and

inclusive.

inclusivity in present media narratives unless there
are interventions in collection, usage, and sharing of
data about world cultures.

“It comes up to us as a community, as a whole, to be
able to refine that data effectively and appropriately,”
Rao said, “so that it can be taken into [cultural]

Even with a dynamic and inclusive data set, Nagesh

context with those subtle nuances that we haven’t

Rao of the US Small Business Administration

been embedding like we should be.”

believes that the limitations of AI algorithms and
their agnostic and amoral nature will be a reflection

Building on this notion of limited viewpoints and

of the values of their makers. As for the data that

bias, Lisha Bell of Pipeline Angels remarked on the

goes into training AI algorithms, Rao emphasized

lack of diversity in computer science and AI, and the
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inherent bias born from an industry where white
men far outnumber women and people from other
cultural backgrounds. For Bell, addressing these
problems involves both an increase in the number
of diverse individuals developing algorithms, and
an increase in diverse data points that go into these
algorithms.

cultures is the first step to training AI to think like a
Culture Editor while composing multimedia stories.

“If we had more voices coding and building and

In addition, higher ethical consideration is required
to address the existing gaps while developing
future business models for AI systems. Major
social media platforms encourage users to log
and share personal data, including cultural data,
while profiting from this model. Data sharing

creating, we can have that dialogue and have
that Q&A to minimize [bias],” Bell said. “Right now
people are going unchallenged, and that’s part of
why we have so much bias.”

mechanisms can and should be rewarding while
simultaneously providing opportunities for
different cultures to have representation in the
digital ecosystem.

This deficient, albeit nascent state of AI has
prompted us to respond with a mission to bring
more diverse voices into the AI space, and to
train algorithms to be more culturally aware. This
process begins by comprehensive documentation
of metadata about these cultures. Building a
comprehensive and inclusive database of world

Because of the flaws in current social media
platforms, part of our mission at IVOW is to address
the challenge of data ownership, and the value of
user data. “We generate data everyday…even if
we’re not doing anything we’re generating data,”
IVOW’s lead product designer Nisa McCoy said.
“That’s your property.”
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TOWA R D A D EC L A R AT I O N
OF CITIZEN, MACHINE,
A N D C U LT U R E
Seeing as we are the storytelling species,
it’s natural to want to discuss the future of
storytelling in artificial intelligence and the cultural
implications that come with it....
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T

here is a need to develop a “Declaration of Machine, Citizen,
and Culture” that could guide engineers, designers, machine
learning experts, and users to understand and protect
human rights, and to help ensure inclusivity and diversity in the
digital world.
The symposium attendees considered the

algorithms, it comes from people and society.

fact that we’ve been modern civilized human
beings for about 10,000 years, with evolving
levels of self-awareness that have allowed us to
ask essential questions, experience individual
consciousness, and share it with others.

Data is agnostic and amoral and diverse
datasets do exist; but people have biases.
A multidisciplinary approach is essential to
find balanced solutions. Systems will need
to be trained to be aware of cultural context.
Dominant biases have considerable power to
negatively impact the lives of others; we have to
keep humans accountable too.

So we asked ourselves: How do we bring
the Machine into this discussion of human
rights? What issues and concerns are specific
to culture-related AI applications? What does
human-centered AI look like? What are the rights
and privileges of human beings in the digital
universe?

Lisha Bell, from Pipeline Angels, brought up
the point that some biases have more power
than others, and we need to hold humans
accountable for making AI balanced and diverse.
An AI system must be interrogatable; we should
be able to understand why a system made a
decision.

As with any new technology, it’s important to
create guidelines on the proper ways to utilize
these new tools. Do we need to create machines
to hold other machines accountable and
accurate, or a responsible third party to review
new products before launch?

“What are the barriers to access and how can
we remove them?” asked Louise Stoddard, who
works with the United Nations Office of Least
Developed Countries. “Who owns this process?”
She stressed the need to listen to stories “from
the ground.”

Mark Finlayson of Florida International
University urged us to pause and consider
what the problem is first before making any
declarations. Another participant agreed
that we need to identify specific issues and
current inadequacies; the problem isn’t in the

AI developers must consider the social
implications of telling stories, as well as any
unintended consequences.
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As part of our conversation, we looked at some

wanted to begin a conversation between our IVOW team

highlights in the history of human rights — and the

and a wide variety of experts. We are well aware that

granting or asserting of those rights, which have

others are actively debating how to balance human needs

evolved over time and been extended to women,

and rights with the challenges of the digital universe,

minorities, workers, children, disabled, immigrants

including these current endeavors:

and refugees:

• Microsoft released a book in January called The Future
Computed, on the effects of artificial intelligence on

• Cyrus Cylinder, 6th century BCE (“I permitted all to

society, which argued that perhaps coders should take

dwell in peace”)

a “Hippocratic oath” as physicians do: “First, do no

• Magna Carta, 1215 (“No Freeman shall be taken or

harm.”

imprisoned but by lawful judgment of his Peers”)

• Al Jazeera held a Future Media Leaders’ Summit in

• US Declaration of Independence, 1776 (“All men

March, to discuss how to frame the ethics behind AI in

are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable

a human-centric field like journalism. Robots are more

rights”)

efficient, but can they empathize and make human

• US Bill of Rights, 1791 (freedom of religion and the

judgments?

press, and to petition and assemble peaceably)

• At MIT Technology Review’s EmTech Digital conference,

• French Declaration on the Rights of Man and Citizen,

the Partnership on AI presented its guiding principles:

1789 (“the natural and imprescriptible rights of man…

“working to protect the privacy and security of

are liberty, property, safety and resistance against

individuals; striving to respect the interests of all

oppression”)

parties that may be affected by AI advances; helping
keep AI researchers socially responsible; ensuring that

• UN Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 (“Everyone
is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this

AI research and technology is robust and safe; and

Declaration, without distinction of any kind”)

creating a culture of cooperation, trust, and openness
among AI scientists to help achieve these goals.” The

• Beijing Declaration, 1995 (“women’s rights are

conclusion of the conference: For better AI, diversify the

human rights”).

people building it.

And one idea from a science fiction classic that resonates

• AI-4-ALL is a nonprofit that runs summer programs

today: Isaac Asimov’s Laws of Robotics, the first of which

teaching AI to students from underrepresented groups.

says “A robot may not injure a human being or, through

“AI will change the world; who will change AI?” is their

inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.”

tagline. “Our vision is for AI to be developed by a broad

We didn’t intend to produce an actual Declaration of

group of thinkers and doers advancing AI for humanity’s

Citizen, Machine, and Culture at the symposium; we

benefit.”
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Our
Declaration
FROM The Future Computed:

We declare that citizen, machine, and culture
are inherently and essentially connected and in
communication with each other; and

“Artificial Intelligence can serve as a catalyst for
progress in almost every area of human endeavor.
But, as with any innovation that pushes us beyond
current knowledge and experience, the advent of AI
raises important questions about the relationship
between people and technology, and the impact of
new technology-driven capabilities on individuals
and communities. We are the first generation to live
in a world where AI will play an expansive role in our
daily lives.”

We declare that those connections produce inequities
and amplify biases;
Thus, we declare that when engaging research, product
development, or other actions related to Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning, there must be a
thorough examination prior to development of the
potential impact of any product on people including
access, appropriation, and amplification of injustice; and

As the declaration conversation came to a close,
IVOW’s product designer Nisa McCoy pointed out that
design isn’t perfect, and we need to look at the initial
intention of any technology, and then review. We
need to know more about a product and its impact
before it’s launched. Apps and products must be safe,
reliable, private, secure, inclusive, transparent, and
accountable. We need a cross-cultural understanding
of the audience and users.

We declare that such information will be a large
component of the criteria in the decision to develop the
product;
Also, we declare that a system of accountability be
developed to mitigate any unforeseen challenges that
arise which indicate there has been an adverse impact
on people;

After the session, one of the symposium attendees,
Paris Adkins-Jackson, founder and CEO of
DataStories by Seshat, a research, evaluation, and
data analysis company, compiled this summary
of the highlights of our discussion, in the form of a
Declaration:

Lastly, we declare we will make all efforts possible
to work with diverse and non-traditional disciplines
to investigate impact, and develop and implement
accountability platforms as well as to assist with product
development.
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Davar Ardalan, Founder of IVOW, a
Cultural Storytelling platform powered
by AI, together with Ann Rosenberg,
Senior Vice President and Global Head
of SAP Next-Gen

OUR PRODUCT

VO I C E A S S I S TA N T
AS GLOBAL STORYTELLER

Our cultural storytelling bot in-training was
featured on May 23 at SAP Next Gen as part
of #VoiceConTech Tour!

A

rtificial Intelligence continues to shape the future of engagement and
automated stories but these tools are missing global voices and cultural data,
leaving large portions of our planet’s population excluded from stories and
narratives. At IVOW, we are introducing global narratives into AI & IoT and we were
excited to be showcased at SAP Next Gen.
“Voice interaction will be a key driver for accelerating ‘innovation with purpose’ linked
to the 17 UN Global Goals,” said Ann Rosenberg, Senior Vice President and Global Head
of SAP Next-Gen, a purpose driven innovation university and community linked to the
UN Global Goals.
The voices IVOW shared illustrate how a bot can echo the stories of wisdom within
families, communities, and companies in their own words. Current AI tools remain
limited to dominant languages and cultures. The enriched perspectives on IVOW are a
powerful tool for knowledge sharing, advice, and inspiration for the next generation.
Take the story of Chamisa Edmo, a Native American engineering student at the
Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institute (SIPI) in Albuquerque, speaking here in her
native language:

CLICK TO LISTEN TO:

the story of Chamiso Edmo
on Google Home
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At our recent AI, Culture, and Storytelling symposium at Morgan State University in
Baltimore, the centrality of storytelling to human existence was ever-present. What,
then, might the future of storytelling look like when it is combined with emerging
intelligent voice technologies?
“I can imagine SIPI having a cultural robot which brings stories to life,” says Teresa
Gomez, Communications Instructor at SIPI. Gomez says she can see a compelling
application to record modern stories of successful Native people across different
fields — inspiring generations in the process.
“These stories of success are valuable tools for our young people; who sometimes
feel that they do not belong in the modern world for a variety of reason,” she added.
“Building a collection of ‘heroes’ who are proving that Native people can do anything
they set their minds to will be very beneficial.”
And then there’s the story of John Smith of Lima Ohio:

CLICK TO LISTEN TO:

the story of John Smith
on Google Home
The market is primed for original content on intelligent voice devices. A recent report
by PwC shows an overwhelming awareness of voice technology. Only 10% of surveyed
respondents were not familiar with voice-enabled products and devices. Of the 90% who
were, the majority have used a voice assistant (72%). The PwC survey also showed that
three out of every four consumers (74%) are using their mobile voice assistants at home.
To design meaningful consumer cultural storytelling robots, we will need to consider
carefully and thoughtfully which elements are critical in ensuring the public can access
and engage with these new tools. The same PwC survey showed that people are
concerned about privacy issues, understanding how to use the tools, and also they want
their voice bots to understand their accents and diction.
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AI and storytelling can be a powerful tool to empower Native American students
says Dr. Nader Vadiee of SIPI. “As an educator of Native students, I am concerned
about the vast amount of ‘Natural Intelligence’ that remains untapped or under
utilized. Our students can be owners and creators of AI generated stories rather
than being only consumers and end users,” he adds.

HOW TO:

Experience IVOW and the future of voice in the
intelligent enterprise:
• Just talk to IVOW from your Google Home device
• To begin, ask your Google Assistant to open IVOW (pronounced I-vow):
• Then say, “Hey Google, ask IVOW to share a story from your database.”
or “Hey Google, ask IVOW to share the story of John Smith.”
or “Hey Google, ask IVOW to share a story in a different language.”
or “Hey Google, ask IVOW to share a story about Mexican-American heritage.”
or “Hey Google, ask IVOW to share a story about Artificial Intelligence for good.”
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AI CHALLENGE
& OUR APPROACH

Challenge:
Cultural Traditions
Take this example image (top) depicting
a St Patrick’s Day parade in San
Fransisco as seen in Amazon’s
image recognition API.
Having been trained on the data,
algorithms today can detect some
elements of culture.
Compare this with the second example
(below). Because data on other cultures
has been left out, the same algorithms
fail to recognise that this is in fact a New
Mexican man wearing a headdress and
celebrating a well-known traditional
Indo/Hispanic festival.
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Solution:

The above example demonstrates how VOW journalists, data scientists and partners have worked to
create a prototype concentrated on Hispanic culture as an initial example. Miguel Gandert gifted IVOW
a 30-year body of photographic work which documents the American Southwest. This was tagged
accordingly and as you can see, results are more dynamic and culturally specific.
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IVOW’S APPROACH FOR
S TO RY N A R R AT I O N BY A I
The ability to tell a story is one of the main
characteristics that make us human. We
teach, learn, laugh, cry, entertain, and
remember through our stories. We tell
long-winded tales that can be fun and
full of myth and history, and we tell short
stories that can reach down and touch our
emotions. It’s all in the technique. AI story
narration is the craft of making machines
learn human storytelling techniques.

At IVOW, we believe that effective fusion of AI, culture, and
storytelling will help diminish bias in algorithmic identification
and train AI software to be much more inclusive.
For one of our story prototypes at IVOW, we are focusing on
images and extended captions. In order to incorporate cultural
data into our stories we are relying on these main components:
1. Story narration templates
2. Culturally sensitive image captioning Deep Learning Model
3. Natural Language Processing (NLP).
1 . S T O R Y N A R R AT I O N T E M P L AT E S

Cultural story narrations are not straightforward like stories
related to weather and sports. Every different culture or
ethnicity not only has its own style of storytelling, but each
has different histories, experiences, and traditions that must
be incorporated. This would require multiple story narration
templates for a particular culture that would include different
ways to start and end a story. Our team of journalists and
international partners will collaborate on the story narration
templates.
2 . D E E P L E A R N I N G M O D E L T O C A P T I O N 		
C U LT U R A L I M A G E

The first step in creating a culturally sensitive story based
on a photo is coming up with tags for the image. Those can
be explicit to the specific culture and event being depicted:
Indo-Hispanic, dance, feathered costume, headpiece, Festival
of Our Lady of Guadalupe, etc. Those tags can be combined to
start the caption-making process. We first trained our Deep
Learning model with thousands of generic images to help it to
come up with sensible captions.

APPROACH

We started training our Culturally Sensitive Deep
Learning model with a relatively small set of images
related to Hispanic culture, provided by world
renowned ethnographer and photographer Miguel
Gandert. Gandert has spent his career documenting
the various cultures and traditions of the IndoHispanic community in the American southwest.
Although this model with only hundreds of images is
small, by accurately tagging each photo, we can train

our model to produce culturally sensitive captions. At
IVOW, story generation with tags is a work in progress.
We believe an extended caption can be the first form
of story we tell. The culture examples below are story
generation with images only. So, the model is capable
of producing the sentences or the entire story with
image as the only input. We are working on the extra
input of tags so it can potentially make the story
generation more robust.

A . R E A L C A P T I O N E X A M PL E S PRODUCED FOR GENERIC IMAGES BY O U R DEEP LE ARNING MODEL:

B . R E A L C A P T I O N E X A M P L E S B Y O U R C U LT U R A L LY S E N S I T I V E D E E P L E A R N I N G M O D E L :

N O T E : The punctuations are filtered by current setting of the tokenizer.

But it can be added back easily. The "word-by-word" approach is to learn
the distribution over all possible captions. This allows variations of language when more data comes in.
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3 . N AT U R A L L A N G U A G E P R O C E S S I N G ( N L P )

We will use natural language processing algorithms to generate short sentences, using
tags provided either by the user or generated via automated AWS services. Here is an
example that shows how tags can be converted into brief sentences:

4. ALGORITHM

We are considering using the EventRank or PlotShot to identify normal events, optional events, and conditional
events that can be marked with Typicality. This can help in selecting, omitting, and arranging the sentences.
It creates a short summary of a situation by choosing the most typical events. This method can be applied to
cultural narratives. There will be multiple short sentences generated using multiple methods:
• The story will start by drawing on available story templates for a specific culture, provided by our journalists.
• Captions are generated from Images, from our Deep Learning model.
• Sentences are generated with Natural Language Processing based on user-generated tags.
• The story will end by drawing on available story templates for a specific culture, provided by our journalists.
• Sentences generated from the above method can be arranged using algorithms (for example - EventRank
or PlotShot), that will be explored in detail, to give a sensible flow to the narration.
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AI LANDSCAPE
The AI field is expanding rapidly and we are keeping our eyes open to determine where
IVOW best fits and how our value will best be appreciated. Numerous companies could be
considered part of the AI market for journalism and storytelling. However, these companies
would not generally be considered direct competitors because they were created for
different purposes. Specifically, existing companies do not effectively incorporate the
cultural and social elements we at IVOW believe to be absolutely essential to future
automated storytelling.
FOUR EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES WORKING IN SIMILAR LANDSCAPE:

1

2

3

4

Automated Insight
Pioneering, WordSmith, data-driven AI solution focus:
Powerful natural language generation platform.
Washington Post
Heliograph automated stories + audio news
updates via smart speakers Google Home/Alexa.
Narrative Sciences
Pioneering, Quill, data-driven AI solution focus:
Natural Language Generation. Narratives for
enterprises.
Amazon Storytime
A collection of professionally narrated
short stories for kids ages 5-12 via Alexa.

IVOW is a critical step forward in storytelling: by leveraging the power of AI to synthesize modern
stories with the context and wisdom of cultures around the world, IVOW will usher in an era of
global empathy and understanding.”
C A M E R O N H A M I L T O N , Chief Data Scientist at Systematrix Solutions and an early IVOW Advisor
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I VO W C U LT U R A L E N G I N E
By incorporating cultural and social facets into AI, we believe we will not only fill a
vacuum, but will also create new opportunities to impart a substantial social impact.

Points of Action

INCLUSION

I N N O VAT I O N

INVESTMENT

CONNECTIVITY

Inclusive technologies

Championing the use
and adaptation of new
technologies that serve
specific contexts and
communities strengthens
digital development within
civil society, universities,
data policy hubs, and
traditional and nontraditional media, start-ups
and innovators working with
developing emerging digital
technologies.

Investment by involving

Increased connectivity

universities, software

encourages equality and

companies and individuals

supports innovation by

helps sustain the continuing

feeling connected and

development of emergent

valued as an important part

technologies. This creates

of a wider world. Isolated and

networks of knowledge

marginalized communities

providers, academics

can feel empowered to share

and thought leaders , and

stories of their histories,

stimulates an ecosytem of

heritage and cultures,

of learning and knowledge

creating powerful narratives

sharing communities.

that strengthen histories.

promote overall equality.
IVOW’s cultural engine
encourages and empowers
traditionally underpriveledged
or marginalized groups to not
only tell their own stories, but
to draw on the stories and
histories of their ancestors,
peers and communities, to
support and enhance voices
that need to be heard.
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S TAT I S T I C S O N

M A R K E T VA L I DAT I O N

How Big is the Market for our Solution?
IVOW’s cultural storytelling platform powered by AI that is poised to disrupt the AI solutions and chatbot content market.

$153B

$1.23B

Analysts predict that the robot and AI solutions market
will surge to $153 billion per year by 2020.
(Source: PWC Network 2017)

According to Business Insider the global chatbot
market is expected to reach $1.23 billion by 2025,
a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 24.3%
with AI and audio speech-based chatbots accounting
for the largest market share in the future.
(Source: PWC Network 2017)

37 %

48 %

37% of all consumers - and 48% of millennials - are
open to receiving recommendations or advice via
chatbots. 37% of Americans say they are willing
to make a purchase through a chatbot.
(Source: DigitasLBi)

Integrating AI into IoT networks is becoming a prerequisite for success in
today’s IoT-based digital ecosystems. So businesses must move rapidly to
identify how they’ll drive value from combining AI and IoT— or face playing
catch-up in years to come.”
—P W C 2 0 1 7
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S Y M P O S I U M AT T E N D E E

QUOTES
“Many tribes are already recording their traditions, and are starting archives by themselves for posterity. However,
what are not being recorded are Native people at present who are successful in specific fields and are still not
compromising their culture and traditions. These stories of success are valuable tools for our young people, who
sometimes feel that they do not belong in the modern world. Yes, I can imagine SIPI having a cultural robot which
brings the stories to life.”
T E R E S A G O M E Z , S O U T H W E S T I N D I A N P O LY T EC H N I C I N S T I T U T E

“We’re in the Wild West of data and no one knows what the rules are. As a society we need to come together and
figure out how we want this to work. No matter how many different viewpoints you integrate you’re always going to
be missing some.”
M A R K F I N L AYS O N , F LO R I DA I N T E R N AT I O N A L U N I V E R S I T Y

“Data veracity and cultural context are crucial factors for creating algorithms that are inclusive. It comes up to us as
a community, as a whole, to be able to refine data effectively and appropriately, so that it can be taken into cultural
context with those subtle nuances that we haven’t been embedding like we should be.”
N AG E S H R AO, U S S M A L L B U S I N E S S A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

“We have a lot of data around western culture, and that’s why we need to pause. That’s the imperative. This is the
early stage, we can all be in this, at the very beginning, where we are tagging our own culture, our own folklore, our
own traditions, and we are proudly sharing them with the world.”
DAVA R A R DA L A N , I VOW

“As a member of a Consortium of thirteen Tribal Colleges and Universities, SIPI is excited to both contribute and
benefit from the expanded opportunities that we can provide our students in Artificial Intelligence and Big Data
application in culturally inclusive storytelling, as well as connecting to other indigenous communities worldwide
and leveraging the IVOW efforts to create educational technology opportunities that otherwise do not exist.”
N A D E R VA D I E E , S O U T H W E S T I N D I A N P O LY T EC H N I C I N S T I T U T E

“I definitely think technology, especially AI and deep learning machines, can be used to revitalize culture and
language. That’s an area that my generation is lacking; we don’t have a lot of speakers of the language who are still
alive, so there’s not a lot of data to gather.”
C H A M I S A E D M O, S O U T H W E S T I N D I A N P O LY T EC H N I C I N S T I T U T E

“I am excited about the aspirations of IVOW and AI and the potential for pioneering programs that explore various
cultures and traditions, facilitating greater understanding of the world we live in.”
M I G U E L G A N D E R T - E T H N O G R A P H E R & P H OTO G R A P H E R

CONCLUSION

W H AT I S I T T H AT
MAKES US HUMAN?
The question has been pondered for eons. Many think that the ability to tell
stories is one of the essential elements that separates human intelligence
from other forms.
Can artificial intelligence tell stories as well? If we do it right, it can. And
one of the ways of doing it right is by giving voice to all the branches of
the human family, so that the myriad customs, traditions, cultures, social
norms — all those threads that make up the proverbial human tapestry —
become part of our storytelling. And perhaps more than just a part; perhaps
they comprise the soul of our storytelling.
That is what IVOW aims to do...

ABOUT

THE IVOW TEAM
IVOW is a group of multimedia storytellers and data scientists merging timeless principles of storytelling
with Artificial Intelligence and culture. It’s our vision to build AI storytelling applications that comb through
data on world cultures, history, and traditions to tag more meaningful datasets for machine intelligence. We
vow to design the next generation of AI storytellers to be culturally conscious; to promote the dignity, health,
and wellbeing of all life in ways that respect and celebrate cultural heritage and identity; and to embrace
inclusivity.
The frontiers of artificial intelligence and journalism require that we apply deep learning from our past and
our traditions. So far, society has gathered enormous varieties of data and leveraged AI algorithms to foster
innovation in self-driving cars, cybersecurity, healthcare applications, and facial-recognition. We now need to
focus on creating culturally conscious data for future AI consumer storytelling applications.
AI is being used more and more to drive interactive and timely content. The New York Times, Washington
Post, and Associated Press all rely on machines to help meet our ever growing appetite for on-demand
news. Yet, the data that drives our narratives represents only a fraction of our story. World cultures, history,
and traditions are being left out of the narrative, research, and datasets. The majority of human diversity
does not reside in our genes but in our cultures, languages, and traditions. We need systems that empower
communities to participate in the emerging digital narrative.
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